Heaven
Scott Billington, Mississippi Fred McDowell, Alan Lomax, Steve Reynolds 
CD: Tangle Eye: Alan Lomax's Southern Journey Remixed

Alright Again
Clarence Gatemouth Brown
CD: Alright Again

Hittin’ On Nothin’
Irma Thomas
CD: Simply the Best

Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa
Nathan and the Zydeco Cha Chas
CD: Hang It High Hang It Low

Pictures and Paintings
Charlie Rich
CD: Pictures and Paintings

Mariachi
Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson
50th Anniversary Reunion Concert Youtube

Born in Chicago
The Paul Butterfield Blues Band
CD: The Paul Butterfield Blues Band

I’m a Lover Not a Fighter
Lazy Lester
CD: All Over You

Shake Your Hips
Slim Harpo
CD: The Best of Slim Harpo

Cummins Prison Farm
Calvin Leavy
Sun Records: Memphis Blues

Gate Walks to Board
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown
CD: Alright Again

Swedish Rhapsody
James Booker
CD: Classified

Classified
James Booker
CD: Classified

Be Good To Me Tonight
Ruth Brown
CD: A Good Day for The Blues

In the Middle of It All
Irma Thomas
CD: After the Rain

Cooking In Style
Johnny Adams
CD: One Foot in thr Blues

The Real Me
Johnny Adams
CD: Johnny Adams Sings Doc Pomus

You Can Have Her
Charlie Rich
CD: The Essential Charlie Rich

Mood Indigo
Charlie Rich
CD: Pictures and Paintings
Feel Like Going Home
Charlie Rich
CD: Pictures and Paintings

Turning Point
Buckwheat Zydeco
CD: Turning Point

Ya-Ya
Buckwheat Zydeco
CD: Waitin’ On My Ya Ya

Just One Kiss
Beau Jocque and the Zydeco Hi-Rollers
CD: Classics

John Henry’s Blues
Ed Lewis, Alan Lomax, Henry Butler, Scott Billington, Steve Reynolds
CD: Tangle Eye: Alan Lomax’s Southern Journey Remixed